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Dear Investors,

As we move into quarter two of 2022, the integration of smartMonday into the Future Super Group is in full swing. We are
already beginning to see the benefits of the acquisition taking effect:

● Funds under management and advice approaches $9.7b
● 241,000 members across all funds
● Group net profit has become positive

Highlights from this update include:

● Future Super Group performance: including smartMonday for the first time.

● APRA spotlight on Future Super: highlighting us as a high growth, sustainable fund in an ethical
superannuation landscape that continues to outperform the market, with net flows in FY21 to March of $210m
and annual member growth to March of 35%.

● IPCC releases a new report: adding pressure for financial institutions to do their part in making deep and rapid
emissions reductions - 48% by 2030.

● Opportunities for managing greenwashing with ESG labelling: we highlight opportunities to drive climate
accountability and refine performance assessment, inspired by leading best practice abroad.

EGM
As you may recall, we are hosting an Extraordinary General Meeting this Wednesday to deal with various housekeeping
matters. Thank you to everyone who has provided their proxy form. As the Chair of the meeting I am now in possession of
proxies totalling more than the required minimum to ensure each resolution passes. This will allow the meeting to be a
fairly short and simple one.

As always, I look forward to addressing any questions or discussing your ideas. Reach out at any time.

Regards,

Simon Sheikh
Chief Executive Officer
Future Super Group
0416-122-483
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1. Future Super Group performance, including smartMonday

The acquisition of smartMonday into the Future Super Group proceeded on schedule in February, when we welcomed 50
smartMonday staff members. Integration of our Investment teams and Group functions is well under way and we are
already beginning to see the benefits from economies of scale under the new arrangement.

Future Super Group’s combined member base has reached over 241,0001 people.

Future Super Group attracted over 10,000 new members over the last year, representing organic growth of 26%.

Funds under management and advice across the group now totals almost $9.7b with the inclusion of the smartMonday
fund.

1 Including approximately 134,000 Risk-only members of smartMonday
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Market headwinds have prevailed throughout the quarter.
Downward market movements have had a substantial
impact on Future Super’s net in/out flows, with the
Russian invasion of Ukraine causing volatility in equity
markets throughout the quarter, with particular impact on
equities that exclude fossil fuel investment.

GROUP NET PROFIT BECOMES POSITIVE

A key impact of the acquisition manifests in the group financial statements, where our profitability has become positive
from February 2022.

Future Super Group turned to profitability immediately from February 2022 with an estimated NPAT for the period
Feb 22 - June 22 of $671k.

For the first six months of FY23 (through Dec 2023), the consolidated group forecast is for NPAT of $2.9m and an
Adjusted EBITDA (excluding one off and growth/marketing expenses) of $11.9m.

Free Cash Flow over the period is projected to be an average of $790k per month for the consolidated group however
there are some risks to this including required investments in technology and expanding our investment team.
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Total Revenue for the Group for FY22 is projected at $37.7m with an ARR at 30 June of $70m.

Run Rate EBITDA (monthly EBITDA annualised) is projected to hit $9.6m+ p.a. prior to our debt refinance which we are
expecting to complete in October/November 2022.

STRATEGIC INTEGRATION PROGRAM

To achieve the forecast benefits of the transaction, Future Super Group has launched a strategic integration program to
articulate our revised strategy and access identified synergies. The program is made up of 9 major projects that are
currently running across the business:

● Strategy & Operations:

o Administration tender for our smartMonday accumulation product, to secure what we expect to be large
savings by consolidating the administration for both funds to one provider.

o Fee reductions - As part of the anticipated synergies from the acquisition and to provide a more
competitive offering, we are introducing fee changes for smartMonday, and eventually Future Super.

o Group Strategy review - Setting new 3-year strategies, objectives and key results for Future Super
Group and its business units in light of the acquisition, regulatory focus and competitive changes.

o Inorganic growth opportunities - Scanning the market for further opportunities to acquire super funds
to build our scale.

o Changes to our risk only product arrangements and launch of new products for employers wishing to
fund their life and TPD polices through our super platform.

● People & Culture

o Organisational structure review - Following the acquisition, we are reviewing the organisation structure
to design an operating model that maximises efficiency, builds opportunity for growth and provides role
clarity to our teams.

● Investments

o Target Operating Model design - To continue evolving the Future Super Investment Services business
and ensure it maintains its institutional grade, we are undertaking an operating model review to ensure
we have the capacity and capability to service clients as we scale.

o Build out of private credit capability - We see an exciting opportunity to drive our impact in the private
credit asset class and are seeking to partner with various managers as we build out this opportunity.
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2. APRA Spotlights Future Super as bucking the trend

APRA recently released a technical paper2 on fund sustainability that included metrics spotlighting Future Super as a high
growth, sustainable fund. Some highlights are noted below.

The paper calls out Future Super’s 3-year account growth rate of 49.68% and our 3-year average net cash flow rate of
36.1% as anomalies in the industry.

Competitor activity also confirms the attractiveness of our ESG superannuation proposition3, with substantial growth in
ethical offerings entering the market - and resulting in higher-than-average member joins.

Despite competitors in the ESG space, Future Super continues to have the most authentic proposition in the market,
while others maintain fossil fuel exposure in their holdings.

Morningstar analysed the assets of 155 sustainable funds and found 74 included fossil fuel investments4.

4
Morningstar analysis as reported on 31 March 2022 in SMH

Note: Has not controlled for SFTs - which may increase the growth disparity even further

3
Sources: APRA June 2021 super fund statistics; SuperRatings 2021 Sustainable Fund classifications;

2
Sources: APRA, Margaret Cole speech, 28 March 2022; APRA Sustainability paper, 29 March 2022
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3. Latest IPCC Report
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) released the third of its four-part, Sixth Assessment Report
(AR6) on Mitigation of Climate Change. The Global Climate Insights team5, wrote a great analysis with some aspects
particularly relevant to our work, including:.  

The good:

● Economic growth no longer means emissions growth: at least 18 countries have sustained production-based
GHG and consumption-based CO2 emissions reduction for longer than 10 years. Even China and India’s
emissions growth has been lower than their economic growth, showing relative decoupling. 

● Renewable costs have plummeted and deployment scaled up: since 2010, the sustained fall in the cost of
solar energy (85%), wind energy (55%) and lithium-ion batteries (85%) is starting to make transitioning to low
carbon systems cheaper than maintaining existing emissions-intensive ones. 

The bad 

● We are currently on track for global warming of 2.8°C - 3.2°C by 2100 and we will likely overshoot 1.5°C
unless immediate action is taken.

● The existing fossil fuel infrastructure would alone exhaust the remaining carbon budget by the end of its
lifetime (amounting to cumulative emissions of 660 GtCO2, in comparison to 510 GtCO2 of the remaining carbon
budget for 1.5°C).

● US$1 to 4 trillion risks stranding in unburned fossil fuel resources and fossil fuel-related infrastructure if we
limit warming to 2°C, which would be even higher for 1.5°C. 

The ugly 

● Carbon footprinting and climate risk disclosure are not reducing emissions yet: the IPCC finds that “many
consultancies have stepped forward offering services related to climate risk, however, methods are typically
proprietary, non-transparent, or based primarily on carbon footprinting, which is a necessary but insufficient
measure of climate risk.” 

● Climate risk is not being priced in: standard treatment of risk both in financial valuation models and in asset
pricing models are based on historical values of market prices, which is not adequate for climate risk.

This clearly presents the role that divesting from fossil fuels can continue to have in the economy. We continue to see
evidence of both the risks associated with holding on to fossil fuels assets, and the opportunity to keep fossil fuels in the
ground by pushing up the cost of capital, a key impact that the global fossil fuel divestment campaign has had.

5 https://www.accr.org.au/gci/

https://www.accr.org.au/gci/
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4. Opportunities for managing climate risk with ESG labelling

We see opportunities to evolve the Financial Services regulatory landscape in line with emerging best practice and
evolving regulation in the more climate focused economies of the EU and UK. The UK government is strengthening
sustainable investing regulations to combat greenwashing and empower consumers to make realistic comparisons
between investment products. We are encouraging local regulators to consider how sustainability dimensions could be
incorporated in Australia’s performance test regime.

While we are pleased to note that APRA has identified climate changes as a financial risk to be managed, our view is that
the current design of the Your Future Your Super performance test is not necessarily conducive to managing such risks.
The climate risks that APRA identifies as important include:

● Physical risk – that could lower asset values, increase insurance claims or disrupt supply chains
● Transition risk – that could impact pricing and demand, strand assets, cause loan defaults
● Liability risk – that could disrupt business with litigation or result in penalties.

In contrast, the Your Future Your Super performance tests measure short-term deviations from benchmarks, which can be
impacted if a particular investment lacks exposure to certain sectors, also known as tracking error. Future Super is
exposed to this impact because of our avoidance of fossil fuel investments. We are considering introducing additional risk
management instruments into our investment portfolio. Should there be a change of government we are hopeful, having
had recent meetings with the shadow superannuation minister, that we can work on regulatory reforms as well.

Speaking of regulatory reforms, we are inspired by the thinking at the heart of legislative changes proposed for the UK in
2022. The changes include new sustainability disclosure requirements that will obligate financial institutions, including
pension funds, to regularly assess and disclose their sustainability performance and climate risks. A new UK green
taxonomy will provide for standard definitions of ESG themes, so institutions can be assessed consistently and entirely.
Product labelling legislation will obligate providers to rate and disclose the ESG performance of their products, so that
consumers can make informed choices that consider the sustainability of their investments.

We would welcome such reforms in the local marketplace and will be working with whoever forms government post May
21st to prosecute our agenda. For the first time as a business we have developed clear policy goals to achieve over the
next term of government and we are hopeful we can mobilise our industry to support small but important regulatory
changes.

5. What’s ahead in Q2?

Assuring the smooth integration of smartMonday into the group is our key priority in the quarter ahead. We’ll also be
working on our FY 23 budget and long term forecasts.

We are preparing to make a substantial investment in our technology and to drive improvements in our customer
experience. We’ll also be experimenting further with helping our Future Super members understand the impact of their
savings and to this end we’ll welcome our first Impact Reporter next month (a former industry journalist who we’ve worked
with for many years). Continuing to drive word of mouth growth as well as launching new products that allow us to expand
our reach are projects I look forward to sharing more about in future updates.

Thank you for your ongoing support.


